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 00:12:32 Why I use Vagrant for all my new projects | Because I don't like running a VM over and over. 00:12:51 Docker:
Speed and Security | Docker is pretty fast, but if you want to keep your configuration and state file in sync you’ll need to use

containers. 00:13:15 Vagrant and Docker with NixOS | NixOS makes it easy to create your own container based images.
00:15:50 How do you know if a package is a good fit for a NixOS system? | A NixOS system is designed for the user, not the
developer. A good fit for a NixOS system is the user doesn’t need to think. 00:18:13 What is NixOps? | A NixOps is a kind of

DevOps system. It’s a way to use Nix to version your NixOps configuration and to automate development processes, so that you
can do things such as pull down source code, run tests, and build packages while you’re developing. 00:21:40 How does NixOps

work? | If you build your NixOps configuration in the git-like development model then you can easily run your NixOps
configuration in a container, so that you can instantly test changes. 00:25:01 How do you update a NixOps configuration? | You
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can use an automatic tool to update the NixOps configuration or you can use the nix-env tool to update it manually. 00:28:17
Why do I need Docker? | Because you need containers, and because containers are the best way to make a system that can run in

a networked environment without requiring a special kernel. 00:32:42 Why should I use a NixOps system? | NixOS is a great
way to try new software. If you need to use a new operating system then you can always boot into a NixOS container to try it.
00:34:37 What is a Next.js app? | Next.js is a framework for running web apps on NixOS. 00:35:15 How does Next.js work? |
Next.js uses Nix to package your application and to run it. It uses NixOps to run the app in containers. 00:37:41 82157476af
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